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ABSTRACT
Sergei Prokofiev categorized his compositions by grouping them into several
“lines,” namely, the classical, modern, toccata, and lyrical lines. This thesis will examine
six solo piano works by Sergei Prokofiev, their relationship to one another, and their
relative significance in context of Prokofiev’s oeuvre as a whole. Three of the movements
are specifically listed by the composer in the toccata line category, and the remaining
three possess arresting similarities that could place them in that line.
Chapter 1 places the following six compositions in historical context of
Prokofiev’s career as composer and pianist: Scherzo, Opus 12, No. 2; Third Sonata, Op.
28, Etude in C minor, Opus 2, No. 4; Suggestion diabolique, Opus 4, No. 4; Toccata in D
minor, Opus 11; and the final movement of Seventh Sonata, Op. 83. It also examines
some societal preconceptions and biases of the composer’s time collectively in favor of
or opposed to his musical aesthetic and voice. Chapter 2 deals with small and large-scale
form as well as motivic and thematic development. Chapter 3 presents the rhythmic
processes at work within each of the six movements, comparing and contrasting surface,
middle, and core-level time factors that either govern the moto perpetuo thread or stray
from it. Chapter 4 discusses the harmonic language of these works, such as chromaticism
and dissonance treatment. Chapter 5 summarizes the findings and explores possible
explanations for Prokofiev’s statement that the toccata line works are his “least
important.”
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Chapter 1
Introduction: Historical and Biographical Context

Prokofiev was cast as a nonconformist from the onset of his career. The solo
piano music he wrote as a student was frequently criticized by peers and professors alike
for being crude, and by various accounts he was regarded as quite an outspoken
individual in terms of artistry and persona. Amid the rapid series of historical innovations
of the early twentieth century, his works do not seem to fit entirely into either a modernist
or a conservative category. He is not considered a transitional figure either, since his
work did not necessarily germinate and continue with future generations as did
Schoenberg’s work with his students, Berg and Webern. Yet, most of Prokofiev’s music
is still appreciated on a regular basis by a global audience and frequently programmed.
His success while living has by now been equaled, if not surpassed, posthumously. Why
has Prokofiev remained a staple in the repertoire? Perhaps it is because of his unique
mixture and balance of the conventional and the daring, the traditional elements and the
dissonant “false notes,” which are fueled by an energetic force of rhythm driving the
music itself. His output has also challenged and eluded analysts for more than half a
century. “Prokofiev's enduring popularity has prompted no sustained effort towards any
meaningful explanation of the structural substance of his music.”1 Indeed, there is a rather
small amount of analytical literature that focuses on his music specifically. Previous
analyses have inspected some of his music using post-tonal techniques, which allows for
1

Bass, Richard. "Prokofiev's Technique of Chromatic Displacement." Music Analysis 7,
no. 2 (July 01, 1988): 197-214. Accessed March 29, 2014.
http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.2307/854056?ref=searchgateway:7b34195463a979f887efd9921eb4edca.
1

certain theoretical justification for the “false notes” of which Prokofiev has long been
accused. This analysis will incorporate elements of more traditional theoretical concepts
in addition to drawing upon a few post-tonal components. The reasons for using a tonal
analytical system will become clear upon a brief survey of existing analytical literature.
In the article “Prokofiev’s Technique of Chromatic Displacement,” Richard Bass
bemoans the fact that Roman-numeral analysis is insufficient and inadequate to provide a
totally clear analytical picture of Prokofiev’s work. The solution Bass offers is a
Schenkerian reductive graphing of foreground thematic materials in order to illuminate
chromatic displacement. The term chromatic displacement here alludes to a combining of
“traditional linear-harmonic progressions and innovative, style-transforming techniques
within the confines of a basic tonal framework.”2 In the article “Making it Modern:
Chromaticism and Phrase Structure in Twentieth Century Music,” Deborah Rifkin
employs a manner of phrase analysis largely based on traditional eighteenth century
music and conventional phrase period structures. Rifkin examines a selection of
neoclassicist phrases “based on the degree to which a phrase confronts conventions of the
common-practice period.” In contrast with the chromatic progressions of their eighteenthcentury precedents, “which are integrated into tonal structure by functional voice leading,
these twentieth-century chromatic digressions create disjunctions that disrupt the
coherence of the phrase.”3 Rifkin, like Bass, chooses to utilize reductive graphs of select

2

Bass, Richard. "Prokofiev's Technique of Chromatic Displacement." Music Analysis 7,
no. 2 (July 01, 1988): 197-214. Accessed March 29, 2014.
http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.2307/854056?ref=searchgateway:7b34195463a979f887efd9921eb4edca, 213.
3
Rifkin, Deborah. "Making It Modern: Chromaticism and Phrase Structure in TwentiethCentury Tonal Music." Theory and Practice 31 (January 01, 2006): 133-58. Accessed
2

phrases to highlight background relationships between voice leading events and
structurally emphasized harmonies. In “Common Practice and the Twentieth Century:
Cadences in Prokofiev’s Piano Sonatas,” Courtney Harter uses certain examples to assert
the importance of integrating more modern music into the standard theory classroom.
This article examines types of cadences found in Prokofiev’s sonatas and defines and
labels them with modified versions of the traditional labels. For example, a plagal
cadence (PC) found in the Third Sonata, m. 26-27, can be described as a leading tone
plagal cadence (ltPC), which is “a plagal cadence with added half-step resolutions.”4
Matthew Santa begins the article “Analysing Post-Tonal Diatonic Music: a Modulo 7
Perspective” by stating “There is a substantial body of music written in the twentieth
century in which the notes of a diatonic scale predominate, but which often lacks one or
more of the other basic requirements necessary to be considered tonal.”5 After listing
these “basic requirements,” and claiming that such music has “always posed a problem
for music theorists, since neither traditional tonal analysis nor pitch-class set analysis
yields satisfying analytical results,”6 the author proposes a modulo 7 approach to
analyzing examples from works by Stravinsky, Barber, and Prokofiev. Like several of
these previous analyses, this thesis will focus on conventional tonal methods of analysis,
while highlighting certain points of relational interest. In addition, modified terminology
will be established, similar to the way Harter modifies certain traditional cadential
March 29, 2014. http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.2307/41054376?ref=searchgateway:159ccc2e4dfbea78f3577ea49d1fbe3c, 133-4.
4
Harter, Courtney L. "Common Practice and the Twentieth Century: Cadences in
Prokofiev's Piano Sonatas." Journal of Music Theory Pedagogy 23 (October 2009): 7071.
5
Santa, Matthew. "Analysing Post-Tonal Diatonic Music: A Modulo 7 Perspective."
Music Analysis 19, no. 2 (July 2000): 167. doi:10.1111/1468-2249.00116
6
Ibid.
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terminology in order to appropriately reflect modifications of traditional tonal concepts in
the music. It is important to remember, however, that these musical modifications are
viewed as significant and not merely decorative, because it is by way of these deviations
that the neoclassical style of Prokofiev receives its character.
First, it is worthwhile to consider an overview of the style in question, a style
which is often described as neoclassical. The composer himself categorized and described
his works stylistically in his autobiography in 1927. He groups his compositions into five
units, which he calls lines, with the fifth being listed only because others have recognized
that fifth quality in his work. Those lines are as follows: classical, modern, toccata,
lyrical, and grotesque.
“I should like to pause here to analyse the basic lines along which my work had
developed up to this point. The first was the classical line, which could be traced
back to my early childhood and the Beethoven sonatas I heard my mother play.
This line takes sometimes a neo-classical form (sonatas, concertos), sometimes
imitates the eighteenth century (gavottes, the ‘Classical’ Symphony, partly the
Sinfonietta). The second line, the modern trend, begins with that meeting with
Taneyev when he reproached me for the ‘crudeness’ of my harmonies. At first
this took the form of a search for a language in which to express powerful
emotions (‘The Phantom’ in the Piano Pieces op. 3, ‘Despair’ and ‘Suggestion
diabolique’ in the op. 4 Piano Pieces, the Sarcasms, the Scythian Suite, a few of
the songs op. 23, The Gambler, Seven, they are Seven, the Quintet and the Second
Symphony). Although this line covers harmonic language mainly, it also includes
new departures in melody, orchestration and drama. The third line is the toccata,
or ‘motor’ line, traceable perhaps to Schumann’s Toccata which made a powerful
impression on me when I first heard it (Etudes, op. 2, Toccata op. 11, the
‘Scherzo’ in the Piano Pieces op. 12, the Scherzo of the Second Concerto, the
Toccata in the Fifth Concerto and also the repetitive intensity of the melodic
figures in the Scythian Suite, Le pas d’acier [The Age of Steel] and passages in the
Third Concerto). This line is perhaps the least important. The fourth line is lyrical:
it appears first as a thoughtful and meditative mood, not always associated with
melody, or at any rate with long melody (‘Fairy Tale’ in the Four Pieces for Piano
op. 3, Dreams Autumnal, the songs op. 9, the ‘legend’ op. 12), sometimes partly
contained in long melody (the two Balmont choruses, the beginning of the First
Violin Concerto, the songs to Akhmatova’s poems, Grandmother’s Tales). This
line was not noticed until much later. For a long time I was given no credit for any
4

lyrical gift whatever, and for want of encouragement it developed slowly. But as
time went on I gave more and more attention to this aspect of my work.”7
From this autobiographical reflection, one may gather valuable information regarding
Prokofiev’s stylistic models, assuming that by “line” he implies a stylistic model. He
continues, “I should like to limit myself to these four ‘lines,’ and to regard the fifth,
‘grotesque,’ line which some wish to ascribe to me as simply a deviation from the other
lines.”8 He does not specifically identify the individuals (in this portion of the book) who
sought to credit to him a grotesque line. Nevertheless, anecdotal evidence exists to
suggest there was significant criticism of his music during his early years. Sergei
Taneyev first heard a work by Prokofiev when Prokofiev was twelve, and Taneyev
reportedly commented that the harmony was “crude, joking that it consisted mostly of I,
IV, and V.”9 Prokofiev later remarked that this statement led to harmonic
experimentation on his part. In future years, Prokofiev performed his Etudes, Op.2, for
Taneyev, who claimed the pieces contained “far too many false notes.” Prokofiev
reminded Taneyev of his previous remark, to which Taneyev replied, “So it was I who
launched you on that slippery path!”10 Prokofiev also clashed with his instructor at St.
Petersburg Conservatory, Anatoly Lyadov, who considered the young composer’s
counterpoint exercises “contaminated by modernism” and even suggested Prokofiev

7

Prokofiev, Sergey, Oleg Prokofiev, and Christopher Palmer. Soviet Diary, 1927, and
Other Writings. Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1992. 248-9.
8

Ibid.
Moellering, Steven E. "Visions Fugitives: Insights into Prokofiev's Compositional
Vision." PhD diss., University of Nebraska - Lincoln, 2007.
http://digitalcommons.unl.edu/musicstudent/9.
10
Prokofiev, Sergei, Autobiography, Articles, Reminiscences, comp. S. Shlifstein, trans.
Rose Prokofieva (Honolulu: University Press of the Pacific, 2000), 311.
9
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study with Richard Strauss or Debussy but not him.11 This severe criticism caused
Prokofiev to never show his original work to Lyadov, only his required counterpoint
coursework. Criticism was not limited to his compositions but extended to his manner of
playing the piano also. One of his piano instructors, Anna Essipova, included the
following comment in a report on her young student: “very talented but rather
unpolished,”12 and in 1913 the St. Petersburg Gazette published a review stating the
composer played with a “sharp, dry touch and some members of the audience were
offended by the performance and left.”13 Other sources describe similar events in which
Prokofiev’s playing style was viewed as harsh or distasteful. “At the piano, Prokofiev
was an ice-cold demon – throwing out bleak dissonances […] and propulsive rhythms
with complete control and emotional detachment.”14 Judgment has even come against his
personality, as one author describes him as a “stubborn, ill-tempered, obstinate, and surly
young man of undeniable talent.”15
Although much of his oeuvre feels as if it is governed by motor rhythms, he
regards the toccata line as “the least important.” Nevertheless, the toccata has had a long,
successful history and a prominent place in the keyboard repertoire. As suggested by Neil
Minturn, “Given both the association of the toccata with the keyboard and Prokofiev’s
pianistic career, one would naturally expect piano music to represent the toccata line.”16

11

Moellering, 8.
Ibid.
13
Schonberg, Harold C. The Lives of the Great Composers. New York: W.W. Norton,
1970, 512.
14
Ibid., 512.
15
Ibid., 511.
16
Minturn, Neil. The Music of Sergei Prokofiev. New Haven: Yale University Press,
1997. 40-41.
12
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The word toccata is derived from the Italian word toccare meaning “to touch,” and the
first toccatas were written in the late 16th and early 17th centuries as a response to the
sternly contrapuntal music of the Renaissance. The earliest toccatas were free in form and
rhapsodic in style with the notion behind them being to write idiomatically for keyboard
instruments and bypass the vocal and dance suite designs. Eventually, works bearing the
title of toccata became more technically virtuosic. Prominent early masters of the style
were Bach, Buxtehude, Frescobaldi, Froberger, Andrea Gabrieli, and Sweelinck. In these
Renaissance and Baroque toccatas, rapid fantasia-style figurations intermingled with
contrapuntal sections. The classical period all but abandoned the title, only for it to
reappear gradually in the mid-1800s. “The toccata was hardly used in the Classical
period, and since then its use has been considerably limited as a result of its somewhat
indefinable character. Its characteristics of display are found in such forms as the exercise
and study, while its rhythmic and formal freedom are embodied in the capriccio and
rhapsody. Its one more or less stable characteristic, that of continuous movement in short
note values, is shared with the moto perpetuo as well as with numerous works and
movements that have no special title.”17 It is that “one more or less stable characteristic,
that of continuous movement in short note values,” which Prokofiev capitalizes on and
propagates in his toccata line pieces. Other composers of the 19th and 20th centuries have
promoted this aspect of toccata motor rhythm in their piano works as well. A few
examples include Schumann, Debussy, Ravel, Khachaturian, Vaughan Williams, Antheil,
Hoiby, and Britten. In the 19th century, more toccatas exist for the organ than for the
piano, including famous works by Widor and Dupre. Schumann is the main exception to
17

John Caldwell. "Toccata." Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford
University Press.
7

that trend. Two piano toccatas were written by Paderewski and also one each by Czerny
and Godowsky. Even a cursory survey of toccata works from the 1500s to today reveals
that the moniker of toccata does not indicate a musical form but rather a pianistic
compositional concept. The toccata in its earliest inception was free of rigorous form.
Schumann used sonata form for his Toccata Opus 7, and both the Debussy and Ravel
toccata offerings are contained within suites meant to conjure sounds of antiquity. So it is
clear that the title “toccata,” while not indicative of form like “sonata” or “scherzo,”
implies a type of virtuosic display idiomatic to the piano.
Since a very small amount of analytical study has been undertaken specifically
regarding Prokofiev’s toccata style, this document will closely inspect three of the pieces
he lists in the toccata line group: the Scherzo, Opus 12, No. 2; the Etude in C minor, Opus
2, No. 4; and the Toccata in D minor, Opus 11. Three additional movements bearing
similarities to those named by the composer will be placed in the toccata line and
discussed alongside the three listed above: the Sonata No. 3 in A minor, Op. 28;
Suggestion diabolique, Opus 4, No.4; and the final movement of the Seventh Sonata, Op.
83. Each solo piece listed by Prokofiev in his toccata line comes from his early career
since they were all composed between the years 1903 and 1912. The Sonata No. 3 and
Suggestion diabolique also originate from his early career and possess immediately
audible surface-level toccata-like characteristics in common with the other three solo
piano pieces selected from Prokofiev’s own toccata line list. The primary reason for
including the last movement of the Seventh Sonata in this analysis is its kinship on the
surface to the other motor-rhythm driven toccata line works. In spite of being composed
at a much later time under different circumstances (1939-1942), it remains a fast-paced,

8

virtuosic, and idiomatic piano solo with steady rhythmic forces binding together all the
other elements contained within. The movement is effectually a toccata, although no
explicit title as such is given to it by the composer.
The following chapters will delve into each of the pieces on a micro and macro
level, and the discussion will take shape in the sense of a comprehensive survey. The
selected repertoire will be examined concurrently rather than presenting each analysis
individually. In chapter 2, motive and theme development will be examined alongside the
small and large scale forms of each piece. In Chapter 3, various rhythmic processes and
techniques found in these works will be discussed, compared, and contrasted. Chapter 4
will explore unique and unconventional harmonic aspects of the music, including
chromaticism and dissonance. The concluding chapter will summarize the findings while
seeking potential explanations behind Prokofiev’s statement that the toccata line works
are his “least important.”

9

Chapter 2
Form and Motive

Prokofiev used traditional forms and was not without a gift for lyricism.
According to Schoenberg, he “could invent fine melodies when he wanted to.”18 A
valuable and enlightening approach to examining his formal structures and his use of
motive is to consider them together, since they tend to overlap in the “toccata line” style.
The motivic ideas are the seeds from which the form germinates, and themes or theme
groups are the most clearly identifiable surface indications of formal areas. The converse
is equally true; the form is given definition and character by motive statement and
interaction between or among theme groups. The content of this chapter is devoted to
discussion of these two facets, and the works will be examined in chronological order.
Figure 1 is a timeline listing composition dates for each work. Figure 2 lists each work’s
form and formal description in chronological order.
Scherzo
1906-13

Third
Sonata
1907, 1917

Etude No.
4
1909

Suggestion
diabolique
1910-12

Toccata Seventh
Sonata
1912
1939-42

Figure 1 – Timeline of composition dates

18

Schonberg, 514.
10

Title

Form

Description

Scherzo

ABA

Ternary

Third Sonata

ABCBA

Arch

Etude No. 4

ABAB

Binary

Suggestion diabolique

ABACA

Rondo

Toccata

AA1

Binary

Seventh Sonata, Movement

ABA

Ternary

3
Figure 2 – Form chart

The Scherzo is in ternary form, which is traditional for works bearing this title.
The form of this piece is clearly discerned largely due to its tonal plan or key scheme,
although the B section theme does make a reprise appearance in the final A section.
Regarding the tonal plan, the key of A minor, well established in the beginning, gives
way to the relative major key of C in the B section (mm. 61 – 120). The return of the A
theme group (m. 121) is clearly in A minor like the opening, even though the motive now
includes D♭ over the left-hand tonic pedal figure (Figure 3), which serve to hint at a major
quality on the first two downbeats.

Figure 3 – mm. 121-123, The return of the A theme group in Scherzo, Op. 12, No. 10

11

A four-measure introduction (Figure 4) in the left hand alone establishes A minor
as the home key through open-fifth tonic chord arpeggiations and scale degrees 1^ and 5^
occupying every downbeat and anacrusis.

Figure 4 – mm. 1-4, Introduction of Scherzo, Op. 12, No. 10

As that left-hand pattern repeats, the right-hand material enters with an ascending
melodic minor scale pattern reinforcing the key of A minor (Figure 5). The theme and a
varied repeat of the theme continue in a conventional style. While the accompaniment
texture provides a i-iv-i-v progression over pedal A, the right hand offers scalar patterns
conforming to those harmonies.

a: i

iv

i

V

i

Figure 5 – mm. 1 – 13, Introduction and beginning of A-section

The minor Neapolitan sixth chord (n6) in m. 17 appears halfway through the
restatement of the A theme and creates a momentum that prepares for the unconventional
harmonic tension present in m. 21. However, the chromatically active progression that
12

follows will ultimately conclude in m. 59 with a full-stop cadence in A minor. The

leading-tone to C emphatically comprises m. 60 in transition to the B section; this
particular note is emphatic since the previously sounded textures and rhythmic propulsion
were active. Now, a single B sounds for the duration of a dotted-quarter. An ambiguous
two-bar setup consisting of a Dm7 followed by a D#°7 then occurs. What follows next is
the first statement of the B section theme in C major, a 10-bar bridge, and two
embellished restatements of the B theme. The second of these embellished, variant Bs
occurs in A minor. This is an anticipation of the home key and blurs the return of the A
section; however, the double barline in the score at m. 121 indicates probable intent by
the composer that the return of section A is located here. Furthermore, there is a clear
motivic distinction between the A and B themes. Another interesting thematic
combination begins in m. 153, where Prokofiev states theme A in combination with
theme B, both in the key of A minor. Mm. 185 – 200 comprise the Coda. A Form
Diagram of the Scherzo is shown in Figure 6.
Intro A

Transition B

A

Coda

a:

i

-

III

i

I

m. 1

m.5

m. 60

m. 63

m. 121

m. 185

Figure 6 – Form Diagram of Scherzo, Op. 12, No. 2

Prokofiev was inclined to use traditional forms, but he did explore newer ways of
formal organization within his toccata line. Unlike the Scherzo, which adheres to a
conventional ternary form, the Third Sonata is written in arch form. According to Kostka,
arch form is “a term for any formal structure that reads the same forwards and
13

backwards.”19 Kostka further remarks that although both ternary and seven-part rondo
consist of symmetrical arch form, the term “arch” frequently indicates a less-conventional
structure. This sonata could be analyzed as either a single-movement work in arch form
or as a four-movement work in which the movements are connected (played attacca).
The argument for a single-movement arch form is stronger because the thematic material
is unified. In addition, there is a regularity of thematic material – ABCBA – which
unmistakably creates the symmetrical arch shape as defined by Kostka.
The form of the Etude No. 4 – ABAB – suggests an altered binary. The two parts
are distinct enough from each other to render this designation, and they repeat in the latter
half of the piece with similar proportion. The first A section begins in C minor, and the
second A section begins in E minor. The double chromatic mediant relationship between
these keys is nearly mirrored in the two B sections. The first B starts in E minor, and the
expected starting key for the second B is C minor. However, the second B actually begins
in D minor, thus prolonging a sense of anticipation of the tonic. After a sustained
dominant preparation on G, C minor reappears in the final four bars.
Suggestion diabolique, Op. 4, No. 4, is structured like a rondo. The refrain of A is
perceptible each time it is heard, and two contrasting sections (contrasting with A and
dissimilar from each other) are interspersed between statements of A. The ABACA
structure is suited for the material in this work, which is largely mono-motivic. The 26measure introduction begins with a foreshadowing of the motive, which is a rhythmically
augmented version of the motive as heard in the A section. The B section deviates from
the harmonic sequences of the A but still includes the augmented version of the A
19

Kostka, Stefan M. Materials and Techniques of Post-tonal Music. Boston: Pearson,
2012, 132.
14

motive. The C section, though it incorporates parts of that main motive in augmentation,
introduces enough unique material to be considered a separate formal section.
Appearances of the motive in augmentation within sections B and C are impression or
quotation-like. Intuitively linked to the rondo motive, they refer to the structure of A
without being a part of that structure.
The Toccata, Op. 11, is less straightforward in terms of form. Given the challenge
of using a motor rhythm in the strictest sense, Prokofiev produced three distinct formal
areas in succession: ABC. These three are then repeated in the same order (ABC). The
conclusion of the work consists primarily of A material with thick chordal textures and an
acceleration of tempo. These factors in the final A section produce a coda-like effect.
This mid-level classification of the structure can be reduced even further to a large,
modified two-part form. The first ABC becomes A in this interpretation. The second
ABC, since each area is substantially modified from the first ABC, becomes A1. The
concluding material is classified as a coda rather than a return of A for two reasons: the
material is considerably shortened when compared to the original statement and elements
of B and C are included in this passage. In short, rather than segment the work into seven
parts (ABCABCA) it is helpful to view the form at its deepest level (AA1Coda).
Prokofiev modified or altered several classical forms for use in the toccata line,
and during his early career these works were composed almost exclusively for the piano.
In the years that followed, he expanded the style to other forms and larger ensembles.
The Sonata No. 7, one of the so-called “War Sonatas,” was composed between 1939 and
1942 and signifies a return to a more youthful style. This work is ternary in structure. The
ABA design in this third movement is one of the most straightforward among his piano
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works. The first A contains 18 bars of theme statement in B♭ major, and mm. 19 – 45 are
a slightly varied repetition of the A section. One feature of the variation is the
introduction of a new motivic idea in mm. 26 – 27, 29 – 30, 34 – 35, and 38. The first
presentation of this idea (Figure 7) rises then falls in half-steps, followed by a minor sixth
leap down and up, and ends with a downward leap of a diminished seventh.

Figure 7 – mm. 26 – 28, Sonata No. 7, isolation of new motivic idea

The left-hand in this passage momentarily relinquishes its bass ostinato in favor of a
rising diminished seventh chord outline that compliments the spiky right-hand melody
(Figure 8).

Figure 8 – mm. 26 – 28, Sonata No. 7, left hand dim. 7th chord outline

Mm. 45 – 50 are comprised of transitional material based on the opening four
bars. In fact, this passage is identical in every way to the beginning of the movement, as
if another repetition of the A section were about to occur. However in the pickup to m.
50, where the B section begins, the right hand introduces a new ostinato idea. The new
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ostinato contrasts with the former ostinato of B♭ octaves in the left hand. Here, in m. 50,
the pedal point is transferred to the treble line, where what is essentially an E♭ octave
quietly pulsates in the background (Figure 9). The E♭ pulse gets decorated with another
textural layer: an inner-voice pattern that oscillates around E♭, once again in whole and
half steps (Figure 10).

Figure 9 – m. 50, E♭ pedal in right hand

Figure 10 – m. 50, Inner voice

A new motive centric to C major – the B motive – is introduced in the pickup to
measure 53 (Figure 11). This idea is a five measure phrase consisting of a C major
triadic outline, repetition of the triadic outline, and a half-step neighbor tone rotation
around G4. This line is stated three times in succession. An intervalically expanded
statement appears in m. 60 – 65, and a third appearance, compounded even farther, can
be found in m. 69 – 73.

Figure 11 – mm. 53 – 57, Sonata No. 7, B motive
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A dominant pedal to E begins building with the third statement of the B theme;
the pedal on the pitch B2 continues to crescendo in mm. 74 – 78 before reaching its
arrival point in measure 79. The B1 and B2 sections are in turn variants of the B theme
shown in Figure 8. Throughout the course of these two sections, the music simply plays
around with fragments of that idea, exchanging it between voices, syncopating it, and
transposing it against a backdrop of relentlessly pulsating eighth notes.
The return of section A and the primary thematic material takes place in m. 127,
after the seventh of a B7 ostinato (A) becomes the leading tone (A) of the home key (mm.
119 – 127). The concluding A section, like the opening A section, also contains a varied
repeat – A3 (mm. 145 – 164). This variation is conceived on an even grander scale,
complete with more octave transfers and chordal orchestration than the A1 section, which
serve to thicken the texture and add to the accumulation of momentum.
A deep-level view of the overall structure of the piece renders an ABA with
written out, varied repeats within each formal section. All of the changes of pitch center
occur within the B section, which consists of its own separate theme in C major and
manipulation of that theme in E minor. Mm. 165 – 177 constitute a rousing coda that is
firmly centered around B♭ major.
An alternative view of the form, though perhaps a slightly weaker one, is that of
sonata-allegro. The outline of that interpretation may be found in Figure 12; however,
this case is weaker, since the piece contains no aurally perceptible beginning of the
development section, no polarity of tonic and dominant, and no return of the “second
theme” group in the alleged recapitulation.
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Exposition (m. 1 – 78)
First theme group: m. 1 – 44
Transition/Bridge: m. 45 – 49
Second theme group: m. 50 – 73
Closing theme: m. 74 -78
Development (m. 79 – 126)
Recapitulation (m. 127 – 164)
Coda (m. 165 – end)

Figure 12 – Sonata No. 7, “Sonata-allegro” view of form

Notice the characteristic tendency toward expansion of and experimentation with
structure and theme as Prokofiev’s career progresses. The later works, beginning with the
1909 Etude, tend to be more difficult to categorize as they do not adhere strictly to
common-practice models but modify and protract those forms. Prokofiev became
increasingly interested in pushing formal boundaries, even in smaller scale works like the
Toccata, Op.11. The final of the Seventh Sonata is an exception. Written in 1939-1942,
this late work is a return to the structural simplicity of the composer’s youth. In the early
Toccata, the material seems relatively constrained by formal boundaries; the resultant
perception is one of three stream-of-consciousness musical events linked together by
motor rhythm, but the finale of the Seventh Sonata, in contrast, features more limited
elements and traditional ternary form. Furthermore, Prokofiev’s emphasis on distantly
related, non-dominant keys in the B section of this movement (C major and E minor
within the home key of B♭) serves as evidence that a tonic-dominant polarity is no longer
essential to this composer’s satisfactory use of classical form.
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Chapter 3
Rhythmic Processes

Motor rhythms are the most obvious characteristic feature of Prokofiev’s toccatas.
By using motor rhythm, the composer can shift the listener’s attention to other musical
elements and make way for more exploratory harmonic language, motivic transformation,
thematic direction, and formal procedure. It is necessary to understand the significance
of motor rhythm as associated with the toccata before delving further into understanding
Prokofiev’s toccata line.
A direct influence of classical and early romantic period composers on
neoclassical composers is expected. In addition to comments about his mother teaching
him Beethoven piano sonatas, Prokofiev remarks that the Toccata, Opus 7, by Robert
Schumann had an early impact on him. An excerpt from the opening measures of
Schumann’s Toccata (Figure 13) reveals immediately a relentless rhythmic force of
perpetual sixteenth notes:

Figure 13 – Opening of Schumann Toccata, Opus 7
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Compare the Schumann excerpt with the opening of Prokofiev’s Toccata, Opus
11 (Figure 14).

Figure 14 – Opening of Prokofiev Toccata, Op. 11

The surface-level sixteenth note rhythm is common to each of these pieces and is
maintained throughout the duration of both works. This is the toccata motor rhythm and
is a temporal characteristic, which furnishes the composer with a challenge as well as an
advantage. The challenge lies in avoiding monotony arising from a steady stream of
identical note values and “maintain[ing] rhythmic interest through means other than a
varied attack-point rhythm.”20 Roger Graybill defines attack-point rhythm as, “essentially
a succession of durations either abstracted from, or implying the presence of discrete
elements (most typically pitches, but also chords, phrase units, etc.).”21 However, attackpoint rhythm can be defined in this context as a composite rhythm on the musical surface
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consisting of identical note values repeated in immediate succession. Therefore, variety
must grow from within what otherwise could become repetitive or even patently uniform.
The advantage is the production of a consistent and dependable palette upon which other
elements, like harmony and motive, may be layered. The canvas created by the total lack
of “varied attack-point rhythm” can also give way to creative intricacies of form. It
eliminates in general many rhythmic choices on the part of the composer. It is also
conducive to brief motivic statements and development of fragmented motives. The
saturation of shorter note values, in this case sixteenth notes, draws the ear into the
harmonic rhythm and makes feasible the stronger clashes of pitch chosen by Prokofiev.
Due to the constancy and rapidity of the motor rhythm, the jarring dissonances become
more fleeting and contextually passive. They become absorbed into the texture and
stylistic language.
The Toccata, Opus 11, is curiously the only work by Prokofiev bearing the title of
“toccata.” Of course, that is not to say it is the only toccata he composed, since the
toccata line encompasses a variety of works without the appellation “toccata” in the title.
It does seem to indicate, however, that this work may be the most straightforward in
terms of its motor rhythm and relentless ostinato in the foreground.However, the toccata
motor rhythm need not only consist of sixteenth notes as the motor. Other note values are
employed with the idea that steadiness, uniformity, and fast tempo are the primary
requirements for the modern toccata and note values are a secondary concern. “The toccata
might best be described, then, as a musical surface which consists of even, rapid, running
figuration.”22 It is clear from Figure 15 that shorter, rather than longer, note values are in use.
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Title

Tempo

Scherzo

Vivacissimo

Etude

Toccata

Third Sonata

Suggestion

Seventh

diabolique

Sonata
Precipitato

Presto

Allegro

Allegro

Prestissimo

energico

marcato

tempestoso

fantastico

Meter

3/8

4/4

2/4

4/4 (12/8)

2/2

7/8

Division

Simple

simple

Simple

compound/simple

simple

mixed

of beat
Motor

and

note
value(s)

Figure 15 – Large-scale motor-note values in context of metrical and tempo properties

These time values, whether they are thirty-seconds, sixteenths, or eighths, may be
grouped in pairs or as triplets. Furthermore, the meter assigned to each toccata varies
among these six works surveyed. Some works are in simple meter while others are in
compound meter, and one specific case – the closing movement of the Seventh Sonata –
is written in mixed meter. Tempo and regularity of attack-point rhythm are the common
denominator. Vivacissimo, Allegro tempestoso, Presto energico, Prestissimo fantastico,
Allegro marcato, and Precipitato are the tempo instructions to the performer heading
each of these works. Meters are greatly varied, and so are the motor-note values. The
time signature of the Scherzo, Op. 12, No. 10, is 3/8. The left hand plays in a steady
eighth note pulse, while the right hand layers a sixteenth note figuration above. The
Third Sonata is marked in 4/4 but parenthetically 12/8 to facilitate shifting between
simple and compound subdivisions of the beat. This sonata commences with an eighth
note triplet motor, but in the second large section the beat is parsed into duple eighths.
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The Etude No. 4 is in common time with a basic eighth note motor, while more intricate
layers of time-rhythm concepts make up the motor for Suggestion Diabolique, which is
written in cut-time. As shown above, the Toccata in D minor, Op. 11, is written in 2/4
and is driven by a sixteenth note motor, but the last movement of the Seventh Sonata is
an unusual case. Figure 16 shows the opening measures:

Figure 16 – mm. 1 – 4, Opening of final movement, Sonata No. 7, Op. 83

This is an uncommon situation because of the mixed meter involved. Not only is
the movement in mixed meter, but the measure is broken into unconventional, metrically
syncopated units as follows: (♩♩.♩). The measures are subdivided into these steadily
recurring units of 2+3+2 instead of the more usual practice of dividing 7/8 meter into
2+2+3 or 3+2+2; indeed, the piece never once strays from that rarely seen palindromelike subdivision of the asymmetrical meter. While the 2+3+2 division of the 7/8 meter is
consistent, the placement of accent is irregular from one measure to the next. The
intermittently placed notes in the left hand dismantle the steadiness immediately in m. 2
and create a layer of uneasiness and rhythmic dissonance over the fixated eighth-note
motor pulse. Moreover, these accented pitches (C# octaves in the left hand) are
chromatic to the key of B♭ major, so they seem all the more intrusive and jarring to the
listener. The first C# is directly on the second beat of bar 1, but the next C# in bar 2 is on
the second eighth – the “and” – of the second beat. A macro-rhythmic pattern is formed
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out of this recurring instability, alternating measures of a chromatic tone in the left hand
on a weak beat (see mm.1, 3, 5, etc.) and then a weaker beat (see mm. 2, 4, 6, etc.). The
rhythmic dissonances work in tandem with the harmonic and motivic dissonances to form
a layered triplex of discordant events. However, these events remain in context of a larger
tonal framework, and a constant backbone of rhythmic consonance is offered by the moto
perpetuo of the eighth notes.
The Third Sonata, Opus 28, is another slightly unusual case. The meter is given as
4/4 (12/8) which indicates that an ease of alternating between simple and compound beat
divisions is needed. The piece, a single-movement sonata, begins with a compound
division (dotted-quarter is the larger beat), which could also be perceived as triplet eighth
notes in 4/4 time. A quick grace-note figure in the left hand leads to a strongly accented
first beat marked with double accents and a fortissimo dynamic. The music continues
with repeated single notes interspersed with repeated block triads. The construction of
these block chords, their placement within the measure, and registral characteristics all
contribute to a distinct and immediate toccata-style effect. Examining the accents of
register in the right hand part more closely reveals that the following placement of triads
on each downbeat of the bar creates a strong and driving sense of pulse: Low E-middlehigh-mid-high-mid-high-mid (Figure 17). The immediate repetition of each triad serves
to strengthen this tonic accent, or accent of register.

Figure 17 – mm. 1 – 4, Accents in opening of Sonata No. 3
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With the exception of m. 26, which is an anomalous 3/2 bar, the triplets do not relent
until mm. 52-53, where an interesting transition occurs. A tempo change from Allegro
tempestoso to Moderato accompanies a change in beat division from triple to duple. The
quarter note (rather than the dotted quarter) becomes the pulse or larger beat, and the beat
remains constant while a stream of eighth notes carry the perpetual motion. The nature of
this section is more lyrical than the remainder of the piece and even the rest of the
composer’s toccata line output. This lyricism stems from the change of tempo as well as
from a legato articulation marking, a softer dynamic level (pianissimo), and the term
tranquillo suggested for character. After a full cadence, the Allegro tempestoso pace
resumes, as do the triplets. However, throughout the developmental section, Prokofiev
alternates more abruptly between a triplet motor and a duplet motor. In fact, in m. 105 he
presents sixteenth notes for the first time, in tandem here with eighths. This rhythmic
setup continues until the sequence in m. 118, where the triplet motor returns. After a
slight ritardando, m. 123 presents for the first time the lyricism of the duplet melody in
combination with a subdued (though still very tense due to inclusion of ties into every
strong beat) version of the triplet motor rhythm. Duple rhythms alone return in bar 140,
but a heightened sense of urgency is soon created in m. 146 by adding repeated sixteenth
notes to the ascending duple-rhythm triads in the left hand.
Prokofiev seems to experiment much more extensively in his piano sonata writing
than in his miniatures. Although the 7/8 time signature along with its unconventional
subdivision creates sustainable rhythmic interest throughout the last movement of the
Seventh Sonata and the alternation between simple and compound divisions of beat
achieve the same goal in the Third Sonata, other rhythmic devices are employed for that
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purpose in the early, more metrically straightforward works. In the Scherzo, Op. 12, No.
10, an extended hemiola is used from m. 89 to the end of the piece, where restatements of
B group themes followed with the return of the A section take place. The hemiola is
carried by the left hand and plays against the angular 3/8 melody with accompaniment in
the right hand (Figure 18).

Figure 18 – mm. 89 – 92, Hemiola in the B section of the Scherzo

Earlier in the work the hemiola is used in a subtle manner (Figure 19) as a
precursor to or foreshadowing of the much more extensive use of that rhythmic device in
m. 89.

Figure 19 – mm. 21 – 36, subtle use of hemiola in Scherzo
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With the return of the A section material in m. 121 the hemiola continues (Figure
20). The left hand plays a macro-pattern of 2/4 across the barline as the right hand
repeats the 3/8 material within the confines of the barline.

Figure 20 – mm. 121 – 123, Continuation of hemiola in the left hand

The coda (mm. 185 – 200) exhibits yet another incarnation of the hemiola, this
time a perceived 3/4 meter in the left hand across the span of two measures (Figure 21).

3
8
3
4

Figure 21 – mm. 185 – 188, Hemiola creates perception of 3/4 meter in coda

The most prominent tools of rhythmic variety in the Suggestion diabolique, Opus
4, No. 4, are diminution and augmentation. The thematic idea is first presented in quarter
notes in the introduction (Figure 22).

Figure 22 – Suggestion diabolique, main theme, mm. 1 – 5
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Then, the toccata-like material begins in Figure 23 with doubling the quarters into
eighths, and thereby doubling harmonic and phrase rhythm as well.

Figure 23 – Suggestion diabolique, mm. 27 – 30

The theme is halved, stated in quarter notes again (Figure 24).

Figure 24 – Suggestion diabolique, mm. 56 – 57

The piece continues in this manner, the exchange of the quarter-note version of
the theme with the eighth-note version becoming a germinal aspect of the rhythmic
landscape.
The Etude, Opus 2, No.4, features a variance of rhythmic cells or “hooks” –
motivic rhythms that change, recur, and develop as the form of the piece progresses. This
intrinsic variety produces an overall organic effect unifying the work. The first
presentation of that cell occurs in mm. 4 – 7 after a three bar introduction, which creates
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rhythmic diversity immediately (Figure 25). It consists of a sixteenth note pickup to an
on-beat eighth note.

Figure 25 – Etude, Op. 4, No. 4, mm. 1 – 7

This cell is the basis of what later (Figure 26) becomes an active ostinato in the
right hand – a sixteenth pickup followed by an eighth on every single beat, not just on
beat one.

Figure 26 – Etude, mm. 28 – 31

The purpose behind generating rhythmic variety is to achieve a carefully
constructed dichotomy of stability versus instability. Stability is provided by the
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establishment of a motor rhythm – a constant recurrence of short note values. Within the
framework of the motor rhythm, instability is created by the use of several rhythmic
techniques, including hemiola, mixed meter, varied beat divisions, syncopation,
augmentation, diminution, and unpredictable accentuations. Prokofiev achieves rhythmic
variety, as well as an avoidance of banality and predictability, throughout his toccata line
by using these effective techniques.
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Chapter 4
Harmonic Language

Prokofiev makes some of his most daring and unanticipated choices in the area of
surface-level harmonic language. Perhaps the most striking feature of his work, however,
is the fact that no matter how strong the dissonances are, they remain subservient to the
overall tonal framework. In most situations, Prokofiev defers to the common practice at
the deepest harmonic levels. If reduced to a basic tonal framework, eliminating the
surface dissonances, the structural harmonic progressions he uses are actually most
customary. With that said, his music proves traditional enough to use modified tonal
analysis tools.
Certain aspects of neo-Riemannian theory will help elucidate one particular
technique which appears with great frequency in Prokofiev’s toccata line. This technique
is a kind of triadic transformation which could be referred to as a chromatic slide, as long
as the term “slide” is interpreted more broadly than and not directly associated with
David Lewin’s SLIDE (S). The term “chromatic slide” will be used to describe triadic
transformations by semitone that retain at least one but no more than two common tones.
This tool may be used to navigate through or shift between parallel keys and chords, or
else to provide harmonic interest, instability, or contrast. The voice leading in these
situations is always efficient. Parsimonious voice leading can usually be found when the
chromatic slides are applied. Further, the triadic inversions are carefully plotted and
placed in order that a desired result (a new chord or key) is attained. Straus writes the
following in regards to triadic transformations in the context of triadic post-tonality:
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“Triadic transformations […] connect triads of different quality (major goes to minor and
vice versa). Triadic transformations are defined by two qualities: voice-leading
parsimony and contextual inversion. Voice-leading parsimony means that the triads are
connected in the smoothest possible way, with the voices moving as little as possible. The
most parsimonious voice leading involves two voices motionless (there are two common
tones) and the voice that does move does so by only one semitone. Slightly less
parsimonious voice leading might involve two voices motionless and one moving by two
semitones, or one voice motionless and two voices moving by one semitone each.
Contextual inversion means that to get from one triad to the next, you invert around one
or two of the notes in the first triad – remember that a major triad and a minor triad can
always be understood as related by pitch-class inversion.”23 Figure 27 illustrates the
numerous possibilities of a chromatic slide, with a chromatic slide being defined for the
purposes of this analysis as a specific kind of triadic transformation in which only
semitone motion is involved. Notice the labels in the right column indicating the
description of each transformation using neo-Riemannian terminology, along with two
unique labels created for this analysis (EX and CN). The EX relation involves expanding
toward an augmented triad (or the reverse), while the CN relation entails contraction to a
diminished triad (or the reverse). Although Straus has constructed workable definitions of
this concept, it remains imperative to consider how Prokofiev applies triadic
transformations in the toccata style pieces in the following four significant ways: to shift
between major and minor mode, to provide harmonic contrast, to incorporate voiceleading parsimony, and to handle motion between inversions of basic triads.
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Figure 27 – Triadic transformations involving semitone motion stemming from C major
triad

The device of triadic transformation is employed at length in each of the toccatas,
and the Suggestion diabolique is a prime application of sliding chromatically to attain
contrasts of mode at the surface level. Employing parallel key relationships and contrary
motion chromatic slides or “slips”, the piece cycles through multiple tonal areas within a
tonic or home-key framework of C. When thematic material is presented in a variety of
keys, it remains fresh and retains a quality of originality in spite of many chains of
immediate repetition. The opening twenty-six measures may be considered introductory
to the actual toccata-like material in this piece, but observe the chromatic slips in
harmony beginning with m. 27 (Figure 28).
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G maj.

E min.

P

A♭ min.

A♭ maj.

P

F# min.
F# maj.

P

E min.

Figure 28 – mm. 27 – 54, Suggestion diabolique, parallel shifting by use of chromatic
slide
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G# min.

P

Figure 28 (continued)
In mm. 27 – 30 the harmony is triadic and moves chromatically from E minor to
G major. The parallel relationship between the G minor and G major triads in bar 30 is
crucial, because after this point the shifting from minor to major sonority, or vice versa,
occurs with great frequency. Examine the remainder of this section and notice the change
from A♭ major to A♭ minor occurring in mm. 31 – 34 and again a parallel shift from F#
major to F# minor in mm. 35 – 37. Prokofiev is establishing a pattern in this section of
modal reinterpretation of his theme using parallel shifts. The theme itself is built from a
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single motive (seven notes demarcating the interval of a third), but he continuously
reharmonizes the motive to the parallel key or transposes it chromatically in order to
create a sense of forward motion. The motion in this initial section of the piece tends to
rise until m. 38 – 39, where the chromaticism slips down into the area of E minor again.
The forward motion passes into A♭ major a second time (mm. 39 – 46), but a
prolongation of the G-centric harmony is involved in this phrase. The parallel shift
technique is then used to build tension in mm. 46 – 52, where A♭ major is implied for six
measures without the root note of A♭ being stated. The arrival point comes in m. 52 when
G# (A♭) is clearly declared for the length of one complete phrase. Take notice of the shift
from “almost” A♭ major (mm. 46 – 51) to the enharmonic parallel minor chord of G# in
m. 52, where the root note is plainly heard. This musical juncture is the most clearly
perceived instance of the parallel shift technique in the piece thus far. Straus calls this
shift the parallel triadic transformation – or P – and describes it as “a major and minor
triad that contain the same perfect fifth and share the same root, like C+ and

C-.”24

Further occurrences of P are located in mm. 70 -73 and 74 – 77, centric first to C and
next to B♭ (Figure 29).
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P

A♭ maj.

P

Figure 29 – mm. 70 – 77, Suggestion diabolique, further instances of P

The second application of a chromatic slide is to construct harmonic interest or
contrast, and Prokofiev typically integrates the augmented triad for this purpose. For
example, see mm. 16 – 18 of the Etude No. 4 (Figure30).
EX

A♭ maj.

A♭ maj. A♭ aug.

Figure 30 – Etude, mm. 16 – 18

The A♭ major triad on beat three of m. 17, with the fifth chord member respelled
enharmonically as D#, moves to an A♭ augmented sonority on beat two of m. 18. This is
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the EX relation. Also consider the EX relation in reverse in Figure 31, where the
progression begins with the D augmented triad (right hand), then slides chromatically
downward to a C minor chord.
EX

D aug. D maj.

Figure 31 – Etude, mm. 8 – 11 (downbeat)

A diminished triad, or CN relation, may also become the focal point of a
progression that involves chromatic slide. Notice the right-hand part of Figure 32. This
slide progression repeatedly lands and pivots on a diminished sonority and cycles through
a chain of CN and H related triads.
CN

H

CN

CN

H

CN

Figure 32 – Etude, mm. 56 – 59
Regarding the third aspect of Prokofiev’s chromatic slide usage, voice leading,
consider a passage from the Third Sonata, where the aim is not parsimony but the
opposite: full chromatic slide, which is a direct transposition of a triad up or down by
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semitone (Figure 33). This effect is at work in the following example. The second
inversion G♭ major triad on beat one in the right hand makes a full slide up to G major
within beat two, only to slide back to its G♭ position the fall downward to F and finally to
E in the second bar; the triads then slide down two more times (to E♭, then D). What
follows is a harmonic sequencing of those two measures. The goal of this transitional
section is to have non-parsimonious voice leading create a hazy, ghostly effect that is
harmonically restless.

Figure 33 – Sonata No. 3, mm. 132 – 140 (downbeat)
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The final issue with chromatic slide is the careful plotting of inversions of triads
in order to reach a new chord or key. In a select passage from Suggestion diabolique,
Prokofiev demonstrates this aspect. Observe how the triadic progression in Figure 34,
which is split between the right and left hands, travels carefully from E minor to G minor
by way of alternating root position with first or second inversion. The root position E
minor chord changes to a first inversion C major, then the C64 becomes F minor in root
position followed by a semitone transposition (full or triple slide) up to F# minor in root
position. This triad moves to G minor by way of an intermittent D64 .

E min. C maj. F min.
L

F# min.

N

D maj. G min.
L

N

G maj.
P

Figure 34 – Suggestion diabolique, mm. 27 – 30

The detail of progressions such as these provides a backbone of harmonic
smoothness and clarity, which makes palatable the constant dissonance. A classical
aesthetic is at work throughout this music, since the dissonance is, in a sense, decorative
and the underlying principles employed are guided by a common practice era sensibility
in which harmony moves toward tonic or away from it. This music does not as much look
forward to the future as it gives a nod to past traditions. It uses the old in a new way, but
retains the principles of harmony that had been established in years past. The vertical
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clashing of tones is conspicuously strong, obtrusive, and indeed a significant part of the
fabric of sound woven distinctively throughout each of these works, but at the deepest
level the composer allows classical expectation to govern the progressions on both a
small and large scale. Otherwise stated, this music is more essentially traditional than
avant-garde. Prokofiev had an intelligent way of fusing the deep-rooted and novel in a
manner that made this toccata line music seem modernist on the surface but fashioned
with a standard repertoire of tools and techniques, and therein lays a unique kind of
innovation. Therefore, the harmony of the toccata line is a prototype of fusion, existing in
both visionary and traditionalist realms. Other “visionary traditionalists” were at work in
Prokofiev’s circle at the time, as well as in other parts of the world, and the treatment of
dissonance in the piano writing by these composers is akin to that of the harmonic
language used in Prokofiev’s toccata line. Examples include Barber, Bartok, Copland,
Cowell, Kabalevsky, Khachaturian, and Shostakovich: in many instances these
composers utilized means similar to Prokofiev in order to propagate a modernist
sensibility. They each used devices like extended tertian sonorities, added-tone sonorities,
split-note chords, secundal harmony, tone clusters, chromatic mediant modulations, and
other tonal techniques less explored by composers of the nineteenth century. Prokofiev
uses these means to achieve a more modern sound, but the essential harmonic devices
used most extensively in the toccata line are fairly standard.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion

Prokofiev’s toccata line writing exemplifies his poly-stylistic blend of
conservatism with a modernist voice. These works are each a tour de force for both
listener and performer. The virtuosity of the piano writing demands advanced prowess,
while the listener may be drawn to the excitement of rapid-paced harmonic changes,
rhythmic continuity, motivic interest, and formal stability. The centuries-old purpose and
original effect of toccata is maintained by Prokofiev, in the sense that these are technical
showpieces designed to translate only to the keyboard. However, unlike some works of
virtuosity by composers contemporary to Prokofiev, these are showpieces with
compositional depth that stand up to systematic analytical procedures.
Some of Prokofiev’s earliest works are written in toccata style, and throughout his
career it remained a style suited to his musical energy. He brought the toccata into the
twentieth century using formal tradition, rhythmic dichotomy, and harmonic
experimentation. The classical influence is evident in the structure of each work and the
duality of rhythmic processes represents the essence of toccata. As for harmonic
experimentation, the tools of neo-Riemannian theory apply well to the chord structure
and progression of Prokofiev’s tonal-based vocabulary because chains of triadic
transformations transpire frequently in the toccata line pieces.
Perhaps the area of harmony is where Prokofiev is most forward-thinking and
adventurous, considering how other musical elements (rhythm, form, and motive) are
used conservatively in this style. The fusion of modern, angular harmony with stable,
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traditional practices shaped Prokofiev’s career as a composer. Furthermore, his skill at
the piano may have given him a proclivity for writing in the toccata style for the piano.
A departure from the toccata took place in the middle years of the composer’s
career, as he turned to other lines – lyrical, modern, and classical – for stylistic influence.
A curious return to the toccata line of Prokofiev’s youth can be seen in the Seventh
Sonata finale. Ordzhonikidze states, “One dramatic idea permeates the whole [Seventh]
sonata. It seems that contradictory tendencies in the musical style of Prokofiev are
exposed and lead to a greater synthesis.”25 This “greater synthesis” of “contradictory
tendencies” raises questions nearly philosophical in nature. Berman asks, “Did
Prokofiev’s return to the Soviet Union in 1936 deny him the opportunities for further
experimentation that had rejuvenated his style in earlier eras and kept him in the creative
forefront of musical modernism between the two world wars? Or were these experiments
motivated by opportunism, calculated to keep him in the limelight, and not reflective of
his genuine musical personality, which was grounded in more traditional idioms?”26
Another question to consider is why Prokofiev himself viewed his toccata line as his
“least important” work. Is it because they are smaller scale works for a single solo
instrument? Did he disregard the style as juvenile or overused?
These questions call for contemplation; however, the impact of this style need not
be overlooked in the meantime. These pieces are building blocks on which Prokofiev
founded a successful career and produced a surviving body of serious work. Despite the
fact they have not yet been given to a codified system of analysis, they can still be

25

Ordzhonikidze, Givi. Piano Sonatas by Prokofiev. Moscow: Muzgiz, 1962, 102-3.
Berman, Boris. Prokofiev's Piano Sonatas: A Guide for the Listener and the Performer.
New Haven: Yale University Press, 2008, 1.
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discussed using a blend of analytical tools just as the music itself fuses past form with
contemporary aesthetic.
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